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SAVE THE DATE: Istanbul Conference

In Partnership with

brings you

International Conference on Innovation in

Basic – Higher Education

Venue: İstanbul, Türkiye (Republic of Turkey)
Experience the remarkable city of Istanbul, enjoy the company of
educators from around the world, and forge new connections. The
conference will consist of exceptional speakers and programs which will
allow you to stay abreast of the latest developments in basic and higher
education. The conference will also allow you to share your research to an
international audience of educators.

Register Now

UPCOMING: 2023 HETL Scotland Conference

In Partnership with

brings you

2023 HETL Scotland Conference

Venue: University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen
Join us in the Medieval City of Aberdeen for the 2023 HETL Scotland
Conference in University of Aberdeen. Experience the company of
educators from around the world in a city known for castles, whiskey
distilleries, golf courses, festivals and a lot more!

More details on the conference coming soon!

Future of Digital Transformation -

Technology, Innovation & Creativity
The 4th American University in the Emirates
International Research Conference (AUEIRC’22) will
focus on presenting real and actionable solutions to
challenges of the current digital transformation via
providing future opportunities and connecting the
world through Digital Business Transformation, Future
of Design, Digital Transformation in Mass
Communication, Climate Change, Security Risks,
Education and Law.

University World News SDG Hub
None of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals or SDGs can be achieved without the
contribution of higher education through research,
teaching and community engagement. University
World News is setting up an SDGs Hub to share best
practice and report on the impact and challenges of
this work.

The 2nd Middle East Education

Thought Leadership Forum
International HETL Association is the Official Partner
for the Middle East Education Thought Leadership
Forum organized by Gulf Conferences.Discussions at
the conference will serve to guide the development of
education in institutions and countries throughout the
region.

Subscribe to "Learning Futures" on LinkedIn

IHETL Association has expanded its digital footprint
on LinkedIn with a LinkedIn Newsletter called
"Learning Futures" where we help you reimagine and
rethink how education, knowledge, and learning can
transform the future of humanity. Subscribe to our
newsletter on LinkedIn to stay updated with ways
higher education can shape up and transform the
future of humanity

Subscribe Now

Call for Country Directors

HETL Country Directors
HETL Country Directors are educational leaders who represent HETL to
the global higher education community in their countries/regions. HETL
Country Directors help promote the mission, vision, and values of HETL
around the world. They represent HETL’s interests in their
countries/regions as well as represent the interests of their own
countries/regions to HETL.
Send your expressions of Interest should be sent to:
patrickblessinger@gmail.com

Call for Papers

Submit to JARHE!

Become a Member

Become a Member!

Call for Chapter Proposals

War, Mobility and Displacement and its Impact on Higher Education
This volume will explore how students are integrating in the universities of the host countries, the language difficulty
that they might be facing and other cultural issues. It will also explore academics who are in exile and the hardship
they are facing to remain attached to their profession. Degrees are often not recognized, and job prospects becomes
limited for such students and academics. 

Deadline:
Researchers and practitioners are invited to submit by 01st September 2022 a maximum 500-word chapter
proposal that explains how the proposal fits into the book’s scope and goals.

Submit today!

Featured reports, videos, and publications

Policy Brief: The “S” in “STEM”:
Education and policies amid and

post-COVID-19.

Higher Education Tomorrow

IAU Horizons December 2021
Issue

UNESCO Futures of Education
Report

ICIE journal, International Journal
for Talent Development and

Creativity University World News
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